A systematically theoretical study on how to form two-dimensional photonic lattices with various plane groups by three elliptically polarized beams is presented. It is shown that nine plane groups can be formed in the photonic lattices by use of an intuitionistic intensity pattern-superposition method; however, we demonstrate that the other eight plane groups cannot be constructed. A phase shift associated with the interference intensity and the elliptic polarization is derived, and a relevant formula for interference intensity is deduced. The phase shift can be used to obtain the lower symmetries in some wallpaper groups such as p1, pm, cm, and p3m1 without introducing additional undesired symmetries. This analysis may lay the foundation for the study of space groups in holographic three-dimensional photonic crystals and multidimensional photonic quasicrystals.
INTRODUCTION
Photonic crystals are almost artificially fabricated materials, whose periodic dielectric structures provide the ability to produce so-called photonic bandgaps in which the existence of any electromagnetic modes is forbidden. [1] [2] [3] Because of the desire to confine and control the spontaneous emission or propagation of electromagnetic waves, photonic crystals have gained considerable attention in the past two decades. Recently, fabrication of photonic crystals has attracted growing interest, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and a variety of technologies have been applied. For example, semiconductor lithography is a successful method 7, 8 but is confined by the state-of-the-art feature size limit. Selfassembly, which usually takes a relatively long time to reach equilibrium, is also used to fabricate such structures, but few structures can be easily obtained and the introduction of random defects is usually inevasible. The advantages of holographic lithography are that optic lattices can be fabricated inexpensively and rapidly, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] whether for one-dimensional, two-dimensional (2D), three-dimensional photonic crystals, or for multidimensional photonic quasicrystals. 15 Two-dimensional photonic crystals have a simplicity of structure and peculiar phenomena such as a superprism 16 and planar chirality, 17 to which much investigation has been devoted. 3, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Consequently, fabrication of 2D photonic crystals by holography of coherent beams remains an interesting issue. [20] [21] [22] By use of holography with three noncoplanar linearly polarized beams, five kinds of 2D Bravais lattice can be obtained. In general, structures with higher and more symmetries are naturally formed in the same Bravais lattice. However, little attention has been paid to the complete set of symmetries of actual structures, 23 especially the lower symmetries. It has been pointed out that analysis by means of group theory is necessary and is often powerful to understand the optical properties of photonic crystals. 3 Therefore, above all, a better understanding of the formation of the plane groups in 2D holographic photonic lattices is indispensable. In this paper, from the view of crystallography and a fabrication standpoint, we discuss how many wallpaper groups can be created by holography with only three beams and the single-exposure technique; to fulfill this task, the elliptic polarization and an intensity pattern-superposition method are presented. According to the theory of interference, the translational symmetry of each Bravais lattice is determined by the choice of only the wave vectors. When elliptic polarization is taken into account, generally the maximum conditions of three interference fields generated by three pairs of combined wave vectors 21 cannot be satisfied simultaneously; a phase shift leads to a change of intensity distribution and therefore reshapes the motifs in the Bravais lattices, which allows us to form more wallpaper groups and nearly overall symmetries. This method can be simply extended to study holographic three-dimensional photonic lattices and multidimensional photonic quasicrystals.
BASIC THEORY
Two-dimensional photonic lattices can be formed by the interference of three noncoplanar beams. Considering three linearly polarized plane waves with the same frequency, and denoting three wave vectors by k j ͑j =1,2,3͒ and three initial phases by ␦ j ͑j =1,2,3͒, the spatial varia-
͑1͒
where E i ͑E j ͒ is the ith ͑jth͒ plane-wave's amplitude, ij is the angle between the linearly polarized directions of the ith and the jth waves, G j = k j+1 − k j with k 4 = k 1 , and ⌬␦ j = ␦ j+1 − ␦ j with ␦ 4 = ␦ 1 . The interference pattern displays maxima at locations satisfying the Bragg diffraction condition G j r =2n ͑j =1,2,3͒, where n is an integer. The G j 's can be regarded as the reciprocal vectors of the periodic lattices. The beam configuration for 2D lattices is shown in Fig. 1 
Obviously, there are three combined interference terms in Eq. (3), but they have a different meaning from Eq. (2). The three interference terms given in Eq. (2) reflect three intensity stripes created by three pairs of combined beams. However, the three combined interference terms in Eq. (3) can reflect three blocky intensity patterns resulting from three pairs of combined intensity stripes. These blocky intensity patterns have at least a twofold axis symmetry. We note that, in Eqs. (1)- (3) only the two original interference terms are independent. 21 That is, when any two of three interference terms reach their maxima, the other one also reaches maximum, namely, the maxima lines of three intensity stripes pass through a single point.
When introducing the elliptic polarization, the configuration of the blocky intensity patterns mentioned above becomes complex. First, one has to deal with how to determine an elliptically polarized plane wave. For convenience, two basis directions to determine an ellipse should be properly chosen to deal with the interference of elliptically polarized waves. In general the axes of the ellipse are not along the directions of E o and E e that come out of an arbitrary wave plate. We choose the major and minor semiaxes as two basis directions, since they can be easily deduced from E o and E e . 24 Let E a and E b be the major and minor semiaxes of the ellipse described by the end point of the electric vector. The equation of the ellipse is then
where E aj , ␦ j , and e aj are the jth wave's amplitude, initial phase, and unit vector in the major axis, respectively; and E bj and e bj are the amplitude and unit vector in the minor axis, respectively. A phase difference of / 2 between E aj and E bj is shown in the exponent term of Eq. (4).
Considering three elliptically polarized waves described by Eq. (4), the holographic pattern can be given by
Obviously, Eq. (5) has 12 interference terms. Equation (5) can also be regarded as the interference of three pairs of combined elliptic beams. Thus there are three phase shifts associated with three intensity stripes. That is, translations of three intersecting stripes are equivalent to appropriate translations of one or two stripes while the others are fixed. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume two beams to be linearly polarized and the last beam elliptically polarized, whose major and minor semiaxes are E a3 and E b3 . Thus the interference pattern can be written as 
where 
Eq. (6) can be written in the form
Clearly there are also three interference terms in Eq. (7). However, unlike the interference of linearly polarized waves, all three terms in Eq. (7) are in general independent. Therefore, by controlling the change of either t 23 or t 13 , one can reshape the motifs in the five Bravais lattices.
As was mentioned above, for the interference of three linearly polarized waves, an optical lattice point can be regarded as the intersecting point of three maxima lines of intensity stripes; however, these lines will pass through three different points instead of the same point after elliptic polarization is introduced. Any two intensity stripes can form a blocky pattern; as a result, three blocky patterns can be created. It is important to comprehend how these blocky intensity patterns construct a motif. Figure  2 (a) shows that a single point splits into three points after elliptic polarization is introduced; moreover, Fig. 2(b) shows three longer dotted-line segments passing through three intersecting points, where the line segments indicate the spatial directions of the blocky intensity patterns. In fact, one single motif can be constructed with either one point or three points as shown in Fig. 2(a) , the latter leading to a more complex shape.
It is known that a G vector represents an intensity stripe, and two G vectors can construct a blocky intensity pattern. By varying the configurations of two G vectors, i.e., directions, lengths, and intensity, ten kinds of blocky intensity patterns can be created. Suppose two G vectors have the same conditions, except for different direction relations; two examples are shown in Fig. 2(c) . In this work, these blocky patterns are used as basis patterns to form various 2D motifs. On the bases of Eqs. (3) and (7), we can call this the intensity pattern-superposition method. When we use this intuitionistic method, the lower symmetries that are necessary for the complete set of symmetries of the holographic photonic lattices are much easier to obtain compared with the algebraic expression for the interference intensity, 23 especially after the elliptic polarization is introduced.
Properly choosing three wave vectors of the linearly polarized plane waves, one can obtain five kinds of the plane Bravais lattices that reflect the translational symmetry. By introducing elliptic polarization, combining the intuitionistic and effective intensity pattern-superposition method, one can manage to eliminate some symmetries to form more plane groups. As a result, 9 of 17 plane groups can be formed; however, the other eight plane groups cannot be realized by the interference of only three laser beams.
PLANE GROUPS THAT EMERGE IN THE HOLOGRAPHIC LATTICES
Suppose that three beams ͑k j , j =1,2,3͒ split from the same laser beam and follow ͉k j ͉ =2 / , where is the wavelength of the laser beam. Without loss of generality, we assume that the plane formed by G 1 ͑=k 2 − k 1 ͒, G 2 ͑ =k 3 − k 2 ͒, and G 3 ͑=k 1 − k 3 ͒ is parallel to the x , y plane and that the k's make the same angle (38.9°) with the normal direction ͑O , Z͒ of the plane (see Fig. 1 ). In spherical coordinates, let j ͓0,͔ be the angles between k j and O , Z and let j ͓0,2͔ be the angles between O , X and k j projected onto the x , y plane. Similarly, the angles ( aj , aj , bj , and bj ) are defined for the electric vectors (E aj and E bj ). After the angles aj and aj are given, the angles bj and bj can be determined from their geometric relations, which are not given here for simplicity. Since k j , E aj , and E bj are perpendicular to each other, we should deal with the direction relations between these vectors carefully. In addition to the amplitudes, all these angles of the electric vectors (E aj and E bj ) should be calculated to obtain a specific plane group. When we choose the beam directions (i.e., wave vectors) and adjust the amplitudes and polarization vectors, the associated symmetries will appear in the photonic lattices. In this section, as a significant part of crystallography of the holographic 2D photonic lattices, compatible wallpaper groups are discussed in the five Bravais lattices.
A. Oblique Lattice
The plane groups p2 and p1 are compatible with the oblique lattice. The generators for plane group p2 are the translations [10] , [01] and a twofold axis at the origin. The generators for plane group p1 are only the translation [10] and [01].
Three beams {e.g., k 1 = ͱ 2 / ͓cos 1 , sin 1 ,1͔, k 2 = ͱ 2 / ͓cos 2 , sin 2 ,1͔, and k 3 = ͱ 2 / ͓cos 2 , −sin 2 ,1͔} are chosen to yield an oblique lattice net. For group p2, as an example, the angles that the axis O , X makes with three wave vectors projected onto the x , y plane are given by 1 = 15°, 2 = 135°, and 3 = 225°, respectively. To ensure a centrosymmetric group, only linearly polarized waves are used. 23 The electric vectors of three beams are defined as ͉E a1 ͉ = ͉E a2 ͉ = ͉E a3 ͉ = 1. To obtain a relatively larger contrast of the pattern, an optimal solution can be given by a1 =0°, a2 = 150.7°, and a3 = 209.3°. The resultant pattern is illustrated in Fig. 3 . It can be shown that motifs in the lattice have a twofold axis symmetry, which is compatible with the oblique lattice. To fabricate an actual photonic crystal, the photoresist material is exposed to the interference pattern and developed in sequence. Photoresists exhibit a specified exposure dose threshold. For example, negative photoresist is chemically altered and then selectively kept in an overexposed region by use of a developer substance. Finally, a porous polymer-air structure defined by the isointensity surface results from the distribution of the radiation dose.
To ensure the plane group p1, one needs to eliminate the twofold axis symmetry in group p2. That is, a motif should not have any axis or mirror symmetries except the identity symmetry. According to the intensity patternsuperposition method, a motif can be constructed by three blocky intensity patterns in which, if we shift any one of them, the centrosymmetry will disappear, namely, the twofold symmetry is eliminated resulting in plane group p1 as shown in Fig. 4 . This was realized by selecting the third beam as the elliptic polarization; the ratio of ͉E b1 ͉ / ͉E a1 ͉ can be any value in (0,1) and was taken here as 0.5, whereas the other conditions are the same as in the case of group p2.
B. Primitive Rectangular Lattice
To obtain a rectangular p-lattice net, three beams are chosen as k 1 = ͱ 2 / ͓cos 1 , sin 1 ,1͔, k 2 = ͱ 2 / ͓−cos 1 , −sin 1 ,1͔, and k 3 = ͱ 2 / ͓−cos 1 , sin 1 ,1͔. Combining the appropriate point symmetries with the rectangular p lattice, the plane groups p2mm, p2mg, p2gg, pm, and pg can be obtained. By three-beam interference, only the p2mm and pm groups can be created; however, the groups p2mg, p2gg, and pg with slide reflection cannot be realized. The group p2mm is naturally created as shown in Fig. 5 when three linearly polarized waves are used.
Although the plane group pm cannot be formed exactly, with the intensity pattern-superposition method, an approximate treatment is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . Note that the three blocky intensity patterns have different areas. The solid rhomboid pattern formed by G v and G h is a relatively larger pattern, whereas the patterns formed by G v and G o , G o and G h have no effect on the shape of the overall pattern. If we let the blocky pattern marked by 1 be less so that there is no effect to the overall pattern, whereas that marked by 2 contributes to the left top of Fig. 3 . Plane group p2 formed by three-beam holography. the overall pattern, an approximate pm group can be constructed as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Now we demonstrate why the wallpaper groups with slide reflection cannot be formed by the interference of only three beams. According to the intensity patternsuperposition method, if three beams are linearly polarized, they are centrosymmetric; after an elliptically polarized wave is introduced, although three blocky intensity patterns separate from each other, it is not difficult to see that the motifs of all lattice points are uniform, that is, the slide reflection cannot emerge. Therefore plane groups p2mg, p2gg, and pg cannot be created by only three-beam holography.
C. Rectangular Centered Lattice
To obtain a rectangular c-lattice net, three beams are chosen as k 1 = ͱ 2 / ͓1,0,1͔, k 2 = ͱ 2 / ͓cos 2 , sin 2 ,1͔, and k 3 = ͱ 2 / ͓cos 2 , −sin 2 ,1͔. Combining the rectangular c lattice with the appropriate point groups, we obtain the plane groups c2mm and cm. The c2mm group can be easily formed; an example is shown in Fig. 7 .
The conditions should be complex for the cm group. To obtain a relatively better pattern, while introducing an elliptically polarized beam, we also let one beam have a different intensity, for example, conditions ͉E a1 ͉ = ͉E a2 ͉ =1, ͉E a3 ͉ = ͉E b3 ͉ = 0.7, 2 = 315°, a1 = 90°, a2 = 90°, and a3 = 132.3°can be used to form the cm group as shown in Fig. 8(a) . It can be seen that the third beam is circularly polarized and the lengths of its electric vectors are shorter than the others; the length difference is used to compensate the deviation of the intensity pattern. Obviously, three wave vectors form a primitive cell-the rhombuswhereas the lattice constructed by the repeated rhombus also has a conventional unit cell-the centered rectangular that reflects the cm group. Another method to form the cm group only by a phase shift is illustrated in Fig. 8(b) , which needs no adjustment of the lengths of the electric vectors.
D. Square Lattice
To obtain a square lattice net, three beams are chosen as k 1 = / ͓1,1, ͱ 2͔, k 2 = / ͓−1,−1, ͱ 2͔, and k 3 = / ͓−1 , 1, ͱ 2͔. It is easy to see that the plane group p4mm can be realized in the square lattice as shown in Fig. 9 .
As mentioned above, with the slide reflection, group p4gm cannot be formed by three beams. Neither can plane group p4 be formed by three beams since rotation of the intensity pattern with a certain rotational symmetry (order is not less than 3) cannot be realized by only three beams as shown in Fig. 10 .
E. Hexagonal Lattice
Three beams (e.g., k 1 = ͱ 2 / ͓0,1,1͔, k 2 = ͱ 2 / ͓cos 2 , sin 2 ,1͔, and k 3 = ͱ 2 / ͓−cos 2 , sin 2 ,1͔) are chosen to obtain a hexagonal lattice net. There are five plane groups, p6mm, p3m1, p31m, p6, and p3, that are compatible with the hexagonal lattice; however, just the groups p6mm and p3m1 can be formed by three beams. The reasons why the p3 and p6 groups cannot be formed by three beams are similar to that of group p4. And it is not difficult to understand why group p31m cannot be realized by three beams after we illustrate the formation of p3m1.
Whereas the hexagonal lattice is formed by three linearly polarized beams, the p6mm group is naturally created as shown in Fig. 11 .
It should be pointed out that the p3m1 group can be easily formed in the (111) plane when the face-centeredcubic (fcc) structure is created by four linearly polarized beams, 11 but it cannot be formed by three linearly polarized beams. After the elliptically polarized waves are introduced, the formation of the threefold axis symmetry and the mirror in the directions of [10] , [01] , and [11] is illustrated in Fig. 12(a) . That is, one can obtain the group p3m1 by three elliptically polarized beams. For example, given optimal conditions, ͉E a1 ͉ = ͉E a2 ͉ =1, ͉E a3 ͉ = ͉E b3 ͉ = 0.385, 2 = 330°, a1 = 120°, a2 = 120°, and a3 = 138.9°, Fig. 9 . Plane group p4mm formed by three-beam holography. Fig. 10 . Obviously, whether adjusting the amplitudes of one or two electric vectors, or introducing the elliptic polarization, there should be face-to-face direction deviations of two blocky intensity patterns. Therefore rotation of the intensity pattern with rotational symmetries of order 3, 4, and 6 cannot be realized by only three beams. plane group p3m1 emerging from the holographic pattern is shown in Fig. 12(b) . From the p3m1 group, and the reason why the rotation of the intensity pattern with rotational symmetries of order 3, 4, and 6 cannot be realized by three beams, it is clear that the p31m group cannot be formed.
To access the missing symmetries, we suggest that it be performed by multiple exposures, combined with introducing elliptic polarization that is used to reshape the motifs in different directions and by use of a quartz plate whose rotation can shift one or two stripes by varying the beam phase.
SUMMARY
In this paper, to study the crystallography of holographic 2D photonic lattices by three beams, an intuitionistic intensity pattern-superposition method has been developed to form possible plane groups of the lattices. After elliptic polarization is introduced, the equation of spatial intensity distribution of three-beam interference has been derived. Although the number of interference terms is the same as that of linear polarization, the interference terms associated with elliptic polarization can give an appropriate phase shift. Therefore, with no additional undesired symmetries, some lower symmetries can be created. Using this method, we have illustrated the formation of nine plane groups. The other eight groups cannot be obtained because the slide reflection and rotation of intensity pattern with rotational symmetries of orders 3, 4, and 6 cannot be realized by three-beam holography. 
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